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TWV C/O Nanova Corporation

Trade World Virginia is an intercontinental
infrastructure for manufacturing
companies. TWEX/NET is a secure
electronic exchange for transnational
transactions and payments. TWV
combined with TWEX/NET is an operating
system for your own global trade
enterprises. Among others, system wide
agriculture revitalization is a priority.

Recipient

The US-InterContinental
Manufacturing Zones,
Trade Operating System,
and Enterprise Incubator

Website: http://www.nanova.com
Email: twv@nanova.com

Your own global enterprise on Trade World
Virginia business operating system.

Trade World
Virginia

http://www.nanova.com
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What our friends say

http://www.nanova.com

•

•

Global trades’ typical patterns aren’t
good today. Communities are left
behind, in the developed world, in the
developing world, in faraway nations,
in no particular patterns.
To address the problems, we present a
whole new system, a whole new
paradigm, for restructuring US global
trade, for the betterment of mankind.
The goodness is in the details. We
invite you to participate in this journey.

TWV runs
intercontinental
manufacturing zones.
Every TWV facility
has an inland port,
integrated customs,
TWEX/NET
exchange, banks,
logistics,
transportation, and
support services
such as education,
healthcare, hotels,
and many other
related services.

—Anonymous, An Ag Business Executive.

“TWV sounds good. Good luck.
Wish you all the best.”
—Anonymous, A US DoD Exucutive.

“Now we know, there are ways out!”
—Anonymous, A Virginia Tobacco
Commission Executive.

High Dynamism and
Broad Inclusion

TWEX/NET is a secure electronic exchange
for transnational trade. This is the financial
inner core of Trade World Virginia.

“90% of what we do is logistics.
Anything that solves it is good!”

High dynamism and broad inclusion
provide most people the opportunities to
use their talents to pursue happiness.
What is dynamism and what is inclusion?
The creativity of entrepreneurs, the thriving
enterprises, the skills of financiers, the
knowledge business managers draw upon.
We draw much from Edmund Strother
Phelps' recent works. Silicon Valley is a
living breathing thriving example of a
working system! TWV takes this model to
the entire world and extends it beyond the
technology industry.

What we offer
•

Intercontinental zones and logistics

•

Global business incubators

•

TWEX/NET trade operating system

•

A host of other affiliated services

•

A network of consultants and mentors

Our clients
•

Entrepreneurs with business plans

•

Small, medium, and large enterprises

